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ABSTRACT
Many wikis provide good workspace awareness. Users see quickly what changes have been made or get notified about modifications on selected pages. However, they do not support a more sophisticated social or group awareness.

Being aware of social structures is important for collaborative work. Adequate tools permit team members to reflect upon their and others’ roles, detect and solve related conflicts in good time, and provide a means to communicate team developments. This makes such applications an effective means for new collaborators (to understand the team), long term team members (to see what is going on), and team coordinators (to manage teams and identify potential problems). This becomes especially important for fragile, large, or ad hoc virtual teams as we find around many wikis, such as Wikipedia. Furthermore, we argue that social and group awareness increases the quality of articles indirectly and is beneficial for both experts and novice users.

We introduce Socs, a prototype that permits authoring social structures using spatial hypertext methods via a so-called “social space”. It serves as a means to express, store, and communicate social information about people, such as wiki authors. Furthermore, Socs integrates a Web browser and the system-wide address book that act as sources for the social space and as a basis for sophisticated awareness services.

Socs provides awareness about the authors of a wiki page and which of them are part of the user’s structure on the social space, those that are of special interest to the user. This creates implicitly recommendations about wiki pages (because users get notified when wiki pages are authored by known people), provides the basis of interpreting the authors’ intentions (because users become aware of who wrote the articles), and foster communication (because users may want to discuss those article with whom they know).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since its early days hypertext has been perceived as a tool for thinking and communicating [13]. For example, Augment [16], a system developed in the 1960s by Doug Engelbart, permitted collaborative work on hypertexts by geographically dispersed people [17]. Decades later, the World Wide Web was invented [8] and quickly became the most successful (in terms of size and economy) information system so far. Its simplicity may have been a reason for its success, however, the early Web ignored many of the developments made in hypertext, such as collaboration support for shared documents, as Augment provided.

Another decade passed before the WWW began to move toward the massive use of collaboration services. This phenomenon has been described as “Web 2.0” by Tim O’Reilly [36]. It includes wikis, blogs, tagging, and social networking applications: the means to form communities or modify information collaboratively. There are also applications based on Web-technology that support collaboration, such as Google Documents1. The Web 2.0 movement lets us witness an increasing importance of virtual communities which collaboratively produce and provide content to a vast number of recipients.

Wikis play a significant role in that. They permit simple editing of shared documents via a Web browser. The most prominent example is Wikipedia2, a vast online encyclopedia that is produced by an open community. Wikipedia is currently available in 255 languages3. The largest set of articles can be found at the English Wikipedia, which currently counts at over 2.3 million. In the following we will discuss mainly Wikipedia, but assume that the discussion can be generalized to other wikis as well.

1http://docs.google.com
2http://wikipedia.org
3http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
Previous work has shown the importance of awareness for collaborative writing environments [15]. Thus, this becomes important to many services under the umbrella of Web 2.0 technologies (including wikis) and affects many other application domains, such as CSCW-based learning [34].

“[A]wareness is an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity. This context is used to ensure that individual contributions are relevant to the group’s activity as a whole, and to evaluate individual actions with respect to group goals and progress. The information, then, allows groups to manage the process of collaborative working.” [15]

Various awareness types have been developed [25]. Those include workspace (“What is happening?”), personal (“Who am I?”), informal (“Who is doing what?”), social (“Who communicates with me?”), and group awareness (“Who is in my group?”) [28, 21].

Many research projects focus on workspace awareness (e.g., [28, 19, 23]). It is probably the most prominent awareness type in wikis and refers to the information provided in time about activities of contributors on wiki pages. For example, Wikipedia’s watch list feature permits users to select articles they care about and get notified when those were modified. Also history pages increase workspace awareness: They exist for every article individually and list their previous changes. Furthermore, history pages “help editors quickly roll back objectionable changes” [37].

Watch and history lists are important features to help avoid vandalism. For instance, interviews with nine Wikipedia users have shown that all of them check their watch list frequently at log in [10]. Other means to see changes that happened on a Wikipedia workspace include an “IRC channel [that] show[s] every edit made to every article” or Wikipedia’s recent changes pages [43]. Recent changes lists are customizable in their appearance for logged-in users and additionally available as RSS feeds.

Personal awareness is supported through Wikipedia’s user pages (i.e., user profiles). Each user can add information about himself/herself on a designated page, such as their biography or interests. This can be used to present themselves and their role within their groups or community.

Informal awareness describes information about the other users and what they are up to, that is “the kinds of things that people know when they work together in the same office” [21]. Social awareness indicates “the information that a person maintains about others in a social or conversational context” [28]. Finally, group awareness is about “other user’s roles, responsibilities, activities, movements and status in the process” [28].

In this section we discuss the relevance of community, communication, and coordination for wikis by example of Wikipedia. From this we draw our assumptions about how to improve social and group awareness for these applications.

Kuznetsov argues that the Wikipedia community defines itself among other characteristics by its users’ discussions about articles [27]. This makes the individual users feel needed by the community. That is to say, their subjective feeling of the importance of their role within the whole community of authors makes them feel as though a part of a community. The collaborative writing process requires from contributing authors “a sense of common purpose and belonging that unites them into one community. This community in turn fosters a motivation to contribute by sharing information and thus helping the collective to which one belongs” [27].

2. COMMUNITY, COMMUNICATION, AND COORDINATION

2.1 Relevance of Community and Communication

In this section we discuss the relevance of community, communication, and coordination for wikis with special focus on Wikipedia (Sect. 2) and refer to some use cases in order to make our approach more compelling (Sect. 3). Then we describe our prototype Socs and show its support for social and group awareness (Sect. 4). Finally, we refer to related application areas and future work (Sect. 5) and conclude the discussion of our research (Sect. 6).

2.1.1 Community Fosters Contributions

Kuznetsov argues that the Wikipedia community defines itself among other characteristics by its users’ discussions about articles [27]. This makes the individual users feel needed by the community. That is to say, their subjective feeling of the importance of their role within the whole community of authors makes them feel as though a part of a community. The collaborative writing process requires from contributing authors “a sense of common purpose and belonging that unites them into one community. This community in turn fosters a motivation to contribute by sharing information and thus helping the collective to which one belongs” [27].

2.1.2 Quality of Articles in Correlation to Number of Editors and Edits

The motivation of community members to contribute to and discuss documents affects the quality of those documents. For Wikipedia there is “evidence of more cooperation in the development of the high-quality articles than other articles. This evidence includes a strong correlation between discussion (talkpage) activity and article quality, more edits per editor to high-quality articles, and a markedly different pattern of editors’ responses to other edits on these pages” [44].

2.1.3 Importance of Discussions
A survey of nine Wikipedia users showed that talk pages are their primary medium for wiki-related communication [10]. That means, communication takes place within the wiki itself. It becomes the production target and communication channel at the same time. Furthermore, talk pages are not only used for discussing articles, but also act as “low-cost arenas for resolving conflicts” [40]. This makes them a means to deal with a variety of problems that come up in team work, including conflicting points of views on articles or, potentially, interpersonal problems. This supports again the importance of discussions and communication in Wikipedia and wikis in general.

2.1.4 Conclusion: Improving Quality of Article
Considering the previous discussion, we can assume that increasing social and group awareness will indirectly improve the quality of wiki documents in various ways:

1. Both social and group awareness will foster communication due to users becoming aware of their communication partners and their discussions. Based on the evidence reported in [44] (see Sect. 2.1.2 above), this may result in an improved quality of the produced assets.

2. Group awareness will support community members in knowing who is collaborating with them. This increases the community’s self perception and understanding and fosters users’ motivation for contributing, as argued in [27] (see Sect. 2.1.1 above). More contributions may raise the documents’ quality.

3. Social awareness will also help to improve the community itself, because it provides means for resolving conflicts of various types. Thus, this may support collaboration as well as users’ motivation.

2.2 Roles and Coordination

2.2.1 Novices vs. Experts
Group awareness may also be beneficial for novice wiki users. A survey of novice Wikipedia users has shown that they have different perceptions of the wiki and its community compared to expert users [10]. The focus of novice users was on gathering information for articles: “It appears that, to novice participants, the Wikipedia seems more like a collection of articles with random people adding information here and there than like a collection of people talking about, editing, and protecting their efforts to author good work” [10]. In contrast, expert users had the quality of articles and improving the community as their main goals. They serve the community with group coordination [10]. This becomes emphasized by considering that “the fastest growing area of Wikipedia are devoted to coordination and organization” [40].

Furthermore, novices seem not to be aware of their role within the community [10]. This, however, is a prerequisite for more intense collaboration and communication. Making them aware of the other group members to whom they are associated with and their respective roles would support their knowledge and understanding of the community. This may lead to higher motivation [27] and commitment to the project.

2.2.2 Users’ Presentations Within the Community
The importance of the community and the perception of its members is also indicated by the fact that many Wikipedia users publish their own user page with biographical information. Bryant et al. report eight of nine participants doing so [10]. In agreement with that, the same survey mentions that in Wikipedia “anonymous contributions are inherently suspect” and that this convention “is understood by Wikipedians [i.e., expert users] but not by novices” [10]. This indicates that (compared to novices) expert users have a more sophisticated understanding of the community. Thus, it seems to be important to them to stay aware of who is involved.

2.2.3 Conclusion: Different Needs, but Similar Requirements
Experts and novices have different perceptions and knowledge of the community. There are indications that most Wikipedia users want to present themselves as community members, however, a deeper understanding of the community itself seems to be a privilege of those who are experienced users [10]. In order to support the document creation process and quality, both experts and novices would gain from increased group awareness. This would help experts to improve their coordination tasks and support novices in understanding their role, the group, and their position among other group members.

3. PROBLEM SCENARIOS
In Sect. 2 we discussed some aspects of community, communication, and coordination and their relevance for experts and novices. We pointed out that social and group awareness are means to improve indirectly the quality of articles.

In the following we will discuss three sample scenarios that indicate other advantages of sophisticated social and group awareness. We show how this will provide implicit recommendations for articles, support interpretation of authors’ intentions, and finally, improve communication.

3.1 Implicit Recommendations
Sophisticated social and group awareness provides implicitly recommendations for reading articles or even getting involved with them. Imagine John, who frequently consults a corporate wiki similar to Wikipedia to get information about certain products of his company and its competitors. There are a large number of wiki pages available. Many of them include discussions about various technical issues. Because John is not a technician, it is hard for him to evaluate whether a certain wiki page is of good quality or not. He needs an expert who can recommend which ones are.

Over time John found out, however, which authors produced the most reliable and valuable content in the wiki. Thus, he spends more time for reading information written by those authors. When one of their names is associated with an article it is like a recommendation for John to read the text. Similar to Wikipedia, John’s corporate wiki provides its users with a history list that shows all changes of each article, including references to those users who modified it. Thus, it is possible to get the information about the authors of an article. However, this is not practicable for John for several reasons:
1. John would have to switch to the history list for every article he is reading. This takes time and takes his concentration away from the actual content.

2. Assuming that John would check the history list for every article in order to get the authors’ names, he would be confronted with a list of changes rather than authors. That means, some authors may appear multiple times, depending on how many changes they provided.

3. Furthermore, John is only interested in those authors who have “recommendation” status for him. This is only a small number of people. The history list, however, shows everyone who committed a change. For John this may be many irrelevant authors. He would need to parse all authors and recognize those who he trusts.

Now imagine a tool which would allow John to identify those colleagues or friends whom he trusts most in judging the quality of articles. Further imagine this tool would show a list of authors for every site and their involvement (i.e., number of changes), and identify those who he has marked as most reliable. This tool would make John aware if one of those persons was involved in authoring the wiki page he is reading without distracting his attention. It would not require further interaction beyond browsing wiki pages. Whenever the tool informs John about the co-authorship of one of his preferred authors, John takes this implicitly as a recommendation to further investigate this article.

3.2 Interpreting Authors’ Intentions

Recommendation is one aspect of becoming aware of a text’s authors. In this section we broaden this focus. John’s experience of getting implicitly recommendations is based on his knowledge about the expertise of certain authors. More generally spoken, it is based on John’s knowledge about people’s backgrounds and their connection to the articles John reads. This, however, is also important for interpreting texts.

For instance, John may interpret a wiki page incorrectly, because he is not aware of who created it, the author’s intentions, or background knowledge. These problems were confirmed in a real-world situation: by a former employee of a large Danish telecommunication company: The company confirmed in a real-world situation by a former employee of.

Linguists put examples like the above mentioned one under the umbrella of intentionality and acceptability, two of seven textuality criteria. The first refers to the text producer’s intentions for writing the text, the latter reflects the recipient’s understanding in how relevant the text is for him/her [14].

Another more general real-world example is the work of lobbyists. Not knowing who the authors are may lead to a lack of understanding why they argue in a certain way. For instance, Volker Beck, a German politician, stated in an interview the problem that lobbyists are actively involved in formalizing law texts without being publicly recognized, not even among members of the parliament. This may lead to serious problems, such as undiscovered conflicts of interests.

Imagine now that John’s wiki could support awareness of authorships. This would enable John to evaluate the relevance and quality of the read articles not only by its content (which may be difficult if John is not an expert in the particular field), but also by knowing who created it. Due to more transparency he may be able to point out subjective points of view or intentionally misleading argumentations.

3.3 Foster Adequate Communication

Becoming aware of the authors of an article currently being read does not only provide implicit recommendations or required information for interpreting intentions. It also provides users with information for adequately communicating with them.

Again, imagine John using the corporate Wikipedia-like wiki. Because it is too cumbersome to look up authors for each article he reads and finds out which of those is among his close colleagues, he is not aware of who was involved in authoring. Because of that, John also does not realize that some of his close colleagues are authors. Thus, he does not start a conversation with them even when he meets them at lunch and misses potentially informative chats.

Further, imaging that John decides to comment on a wiki article, but he does not spend the time to check the involved authors explicitly, as described above. His feedback or criticism, however, turns out to be inappropriate or too general, that is, not tailored to the people’s background knowledge or status. John lacks information about whom he communicates that would let him adjust the style and content of his message or wiki page modifications. In return, this may lead to personal or social irritation or even frustration of team members, if they do not understand or misinterpret the way John articulates his feedback.

Now imagine the tool which makes John aware of the involved colleagues. This may have a variety of effects on John’s actions:

1. John may start an instant conversation at the lunch table about a wiki article he read recently, because he recognizes one of his colleagues as an author. This conversation may produce additional knowledge and may help to raise the quality of the article.

2. John may actively contact a colleague, because some question about the article came up. He may do this, because he knows the colleague and thus his inhibition threshold for doing so is rather low. John also may have a stronger feeling of “caring about” the article, because it is not an anonymous person but someone who is close to him who is the author.

3. John may even start actively working on the article himself, because he realizes that he knows most of the co-authors personally and likes the way they discuss and collaborate. The awareness tool would provide all necessary information to John that would let him evaluate whether he fits well into the group of authors.

4. Whenever John sends feedback to a specific wiki page or commits changes, the awareness tool would inform

The interview was broadcast on 2008-04-09 at the German radio station Deutschlandradio Kultur. Available as audio file at: http://tinyurl.com/4bse52

Communication by e-mail on 2008-04-08.
him with whom he communicates. Thus, he can easily adjust his message or the wiki content modification and avoid irritation within the team. Furthermore, John may decide not to post strong criticism on the wiki if he knows an author personally, but rather attempt to talk to him directly. In some cases this may avoid denouncing the author publicly and thus potential anger, and may lead to higher satisfaction and more efficiency. This option would not be possible if John was not aware of who the authors are.

4. SOCS – A PROTOTYPE

4.1 Overview

Based on our literature survey and use case considerations, we designed and implemented our prototype Socs. It increases social and group awareness for Wikipedia users, but can be potentially extended for other wikis or services. The following system requirements are derived directly from the needs we have identified in the previous sections:

1. Increase the user's awareness for those people that are associated with the currently read wiki page (i.e., authors) and their activity level (i.e., how many modifications they committed).
2. Provide a means such that the user can create his personal structure of people that are most important or of relevance to him. The structure should be easy to create and to modify; its abstraction should permit representing subtle differences.
3. Support the user in notifying them about who of the authors of a currently displayed wiki page are within the user's selection of important or relevant people.
4. Integrating in the system-wide address book such that the user can mark relevant or important people conveniently from his contact pool. Furthermore, such an integration provides the ability to add wiki authors easily to the contact database to be synchronized to external devices, such as the user's cell phone or PDA.
5. Provide a means for coordinators or experts that allow them to represent and present teams in the context of the associated assets. The tool should support the analyzing process of social or group structures as well as the communication of those to colleagues (e.g., for the coordinators' strategic planning).
6. Support novice users with tools for easily expressing social or group structures in order to increase their awareness about contributors' roles, including their own. This aims at more communication or discussions for beginners.
7. Integrate Web browser technology such that the user may not have to change the application when browsing outside the scope of the wiki.

Figure 1 depicts a screenshot of Socs. It permits managing, organizing, structuring social relationships and fulfills all the above mentioned requirements. The main window features a space on which contacts can be arranged spatially. The “Actions” window provides some controls, such as locking or deleting objects, color, and zooming. The “Address Book” window provides drag & drop within Socs for all address book entries. The window in the back shows the Web browser with a Wikipedia page open. Finally, the “Wiki Authors” window lists the corresponding authors of the open Web page.

Socs is written for Mac OS X and integrates two relevant frameworks provided by the operating system: the Address Book framework [2] and the Web Kit framework [1]. The address book integration enables Socs to use the system-wide address book database as a storage medium for contact information (requirement 4). This makes Socs an interface for managing contacts such that other applications integrating the Address Book framework can access those. Examples include Apple Address Book (e.g., displaying and modifying contact information), Apple Mail (e.g., finding and inserting e-mail addresses in new mail), iChat (instant messenger; e.g., retrieving contact information of chat buddies), Merlin (project management software; e.g., adding human resources from the contact database to a project), among many others. In return, Socs displays the latest contact information constantly, for example, after other applications have changed those.

Integration of the Web Kit framework provides a fully functional Web browser that can be used for browsing arbitrary Web pages (requirement 7). Thus, switching applications for browsing pages other than the wiki is not necessary.

4.2 The Space

4.2.1 Overview

Socs Social Space.

The core part in Socs is the so-called social space. It is the 2D area within the main window on which people or groups can be represented. Socs features zooming for switching between focus and context [41]. It also implements “quickzoom” [3] which can used to quickly zoom in or out and thus may serve as an alternative for navigating throughout the space.

Persons.

Icons on the social space represent persons. Their name as well as their Wikipedia login (if available) are displayed below them. Person icons can be put on the space via drag & drop from the “Address Book” window (or any application that permits dragging of person records, such as the Apple Address Book) or from the “Wiki Authors” window. Also dragging an entry from the Wikipedia authors list onto the space creates the wiki user as an icon there. Additionally an instance of this person is created in the system-wide address book, if it does not already exist (requirement 4).

Pictures for people icons are taken from the address book. A generic icon is used when no picture exists. Socs keeps a reference between the contact on the space and the address book entry. Double clicking an icon opens the corresponding entry in Apple Address Book where it can be further modified.

Drop Groups.

Dragging a group from Socs’ “Address Book” window onto the social space creates a rectangular area with the group name at the same location. Such rectangles are called drop
Figure 1: Screenshot of Socs (social space, web browser, wiki authors list, address book)
groups, since they are meant to indicate groups of people who’s representations (i.e., icons) were dropped onto them. Drop groups look similar to adornments in Tinderbox [9], however, they inherent narrower semantics, since they are used exclusively for grouping people. Socs holds references from drop groups to the corresponding group instances in the address book database. Double clicking a drop group opens it in the Apple Address Book.

When a group is dragged from the address book onto the space, all members of the group will appear on the left lower corner of the newly created drop group representation. Those contacts will remain a member of the group as long as they intersect with the drop group’s rectangle. However, as soon as they are moved outside, they will disappear from the group in the address book database correspondingly.

**Visual Cues.**

Similar to spatial hypertext [30], Socs permits authoring social structures by spatial and visual cues, such as distance, alignment, color, or size (requirement 2). Using the space and Socs’ structure abstractions, experienced Wikipedia users are able to represent social structures for coordinating groups or communicating them to others (requirement 5). Similarly novice users may benefit by representing the social structures they explore and associating them to themselves (requirement 6).

The following section will further discuss spatial hypertext, which became our design choice for Socs’ social space.

**4.2.2 Why a Space?**

The Web approach is mostly about content delivery or, as Wendy Hall argues in a recent interview, “the Web does not really provide support for hypertext design or maintenance” [5]. This explains the lack of advanced structure mechanisms in Web 2.0 services, such as social networking applications [7] or wikis.

For instance, OpenSocial is an API that allows 3rd party software to connect to social networking applications. Several of them have been demonstrated at a Google event [20]. They all had their focus on content, that is, how content from other sites can be included in their own services using OpenSocial, but not on structuring as hypertext suggests.

In previous work we identified the abstractions used for representing social relationships, such as user profiles or virtual business cards, relationships (i.e., similar to links), or groups [7]. They permit priorly defined explicit structures. In an interview, Peter Nürnberg criticizes this approach by pointing to Vannevar Bush’s original idea [12]: “Bush’s association-based Memex is an attempt to break the tyranny of exclusive, a priori organization” [4]. This argument gathers more weight if we keep in mind that certain communities are very emergent and dynamic. Among them those that are part of the Web 2.0 phenomenon [10].

The existence of emergent relationships in a world of mostly strictly explicit structures designed for representing social contacts show the demand for something more appropriate. In fact, this discussion was lead over 16 years ago when Frank Halasz in his 1991 Hypertext Conference keynote demanded the “Ending the Tyranny of the Link” [24]. He proposed so-called “supra-network hypertexts”, that are structures other than those based on networks. Spatial hypertext (e.g., Aquanet [29] at that time) is an example of those. Spatial hypertext is made for dealing with emergent structures [31]. As Yamamoto et al. argue, it serves “like sketch representations [22] for hypertext authoring” [45]. Spatial hypertext is more then just another visualization technique; “it is also a way to take advantage of human perceptual abilities in hypertext navigation, and to provide users with a fairly intuitive medium through which they may express new structures and manipulate existing structures” [30].

Thus, spatial hypertext models appear to be appropriate for expressing social relationships. They provide a more sophisticated means to express emergent and fuzzy relationships, that is what we observe in virtual ad hoc teams, such as those related to many wikis. Furthermore, they permit intuitive creation and manipulation of structures. This makes spatial structures more appropriate for the type of task at hand than traditional node–link structures (i.e., the underlying paradigm of the WWW) would be.

The idea to use a space for contact management is not new. ContactMap [35] is a tool which provides a means for organizing contact information spatially, however, not as sophisticated as those we know from spatial hypertext applications like the Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB) [39] or Tinderbox [9]. Socs is with respect to its spatial structure features closer to traditional spatial hypertext applications than ContactMap.

**4.3 Awareness Features**

Section 1, 2, and 3 discuss awareness as an important feature for collaborative environments. The space and visual cues can provide a helpful means to support that. For example, ContactMap supports awareness about recently arrived e-mails using visual cues. It aims at supporting individual users in social reminding (i.e., keeping track of relationships) and social data mining (i.e., finding a person even if the name and other attributes of that person are unknown) [42].

Socs is similar to ContactMap in providing social reminding and social data mining. Furthermore, both applications provide social-related awareness. They differ, however, in their prior problem domains. ContactMap targets mainly personal information exchange via e-mail, whereas Socs is a tool specific for wikis or Web-based documents.

Awareness support in Socs is made possible, because it holds references to various data sources, including the social space, system-wide address book database, and Wikipedia authors associated with the currently viewed article. While the user browses Web pages, Socs evaluates whether the current site is part of a supported service, such as Wikipedia. If this is true, Socs fetches the authors of the article and displays them as list within the “Wiki Authors” window.

At the same time, Socs compares this list to the content of the social space. Persons who appear in both locations are marked: Their names appear highlighted on the social space. Additionally, the column “Location” at the “Wiki Authors” window indicates where Wikipedia authors can be found within Socs. An “S” shows that there is a correspondent instance of that person already on the social space (and thus also in the address book). “AB” indicates its existence only in the address book, but not on the social space.

Without additional user interaction, Socs makes users aware about who the authors are of the currently open Wikipedia.
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5. RELATED APPLICATION AREAS AND
FUTURE WORK

Socs is not only relevant for wikis in collaborative working
environments. Furthermore it is of potential benefit for all
application domains that deal with documents and social
relationships or networks.

We have discussed the benefits of Socs for wikis. Broad-
ening the topic would let Socs appear as a generic CSCW
application, as they exist today, for example, in corporate
environments. We expect to see similar benefits there as we
have them identified for wikis, including increased commu-
nication due to higher awareness or higher efficiency due to im-
plicit recommendations. Furthermore, Socs would provide a
sophisticated means for structuring social relationships that
go beyond what we know from most existing applications in
that domain. Examples include Web 2.0 social networking
applications or personal information management [7].

Another area that would benefit from Socs is information
analysis in the domain of intelligence service and counterter-
rorism or police investigations (e.g., offender profiling [11]).
Professionals in both areas deal with social relationships at
two different levels. Firstly, they deal with terrorist or crim-
inal networks. Secondly, they need to organize themselves in
teams and coordinate their work. The latter is similar to
what we discuss in this paper about Socs and its benefits for
wikis and applies also for intelligence and police work.

Beyond using Socs for representing, communicating, and
managing teams, it could be used to analyze and evaluate
terrorists and criminals. As we argue in [6], intelligence ana-
lysts are confronted with various sources that are associated
with certain cases or people. Also tools for analyzing social
networks (e.g., [32]) provide another source that needs to
be further analyzed by humans.

Intelligence or police agents need to structure all that in-
formation in order to realize certain connections that will
help solving the task at hand. Socs already integrates some
sources which can be further extended. It’s awareness fea-
tures could notify analysts whenever they came across a doc-
ument that is associated to a suspect person (i.e., terrorist
or criminal) that is part of the current investigation (i.e.,
appears on Socs’ social space). This fosters quick action
response times and enables analysts to get in contact with
appropriate experts.

It has been shown that spatial hypertext is an appropriate
tool for communicating [38]. Socs makes use of this struc-
tural model and applies it on social structures. Thus, it
becomes a tool not only for structuring, but also for com-
municating structures with others. This targets a problem
that has been identified in conjunction with the tragic events
of 9/11, where a lack of communication among U.S. govern-
ment agencies indirectly enabled the attack [26].

We have shown the relevance of our research for the in-
telligence and police domain. Besides continuing work on
Socs for Web 2.0 (such as wikis) and business applications,
we will extend it to match the special requirements of those
two areas.

Furthermore, we will investigate improving Socs as a CSCW
application. This will include the design and evaluation of
Socs’ social space as a shared space that can be used by a
number of collaborators versus the ability to connect indi-
vidual social spaces and structure them at a meta level.

It would be helpful in many ways if Socs itself could in-
crease its awareness of spatial structures. This can be done
by implementing a spatial parser [18]. This requires further
investigation, for example, on the requirements and struc-
ture types that are related to social structures.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Socs combines multiple sources used for representing so-
cial relationships or personal social networks. Those include
the local system-wide address book, authors lists of currently
open wiki pages (currently Wikipedia), and the social space,
which is the most central part of the system. It aims at in-
creasing social and group awareness.

The social space is based on a spatial hypertext paradigm
and provides spatial and visual cues to represent relation-
ships. This makes use of the user’s visual intelligence and
provides a means to support emergent and fuzzy structures,
as we find them in social relationships. This paradigm differs
from what most applications are based on: node-link struc-
tures (e.g., friend relationships in social networking applica-
tions) or other explicit relation types, such as groups (e.g.,
grouping in contact management applications).

Socs provides a means to make the user aware of implicit
relationships between persons on the social space and the
currently read wiki page by highlighting those that authored
the wiki page and appear on the social space. This draws
several advantages, as we described in Sect. 3. First, users
can use this information as implicit recommendations, as-
suming that people that are on the social space are of im-
portance and thus the article they co-authored may be as
well. Secondly, users are able to see selected authors in their
context on the social space. This enables them to inter-
preat what those authors may intend by the current article.
Thirdly, users are made aware of implicit connections and
may use this for further communication, for example, con-
tacting the author.

The integration of wikis and contact information (such
as drag & drop from the list of authors or the local ad-
dress book) provide a tool for representing social relations-
ships among and to collaborators. This helps novices to
explore the community and experts to coordinate teams or
communicate social aspects to colleagues.

Socs is a project that can be associated with or applied
to various domains. The heart of the system is the ability
to author social relationships and get notified about related
issues. Socs’ social space is based on a spatial hypertext
paradigm. This makes it the first application of its kind in
the discussed application domains.
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